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SUMMARY

U|

An experimental investigation of the flow over a two-dimensional

step was carried out at a Mach number of 2.92. The separation of a

turbulent boundary layer and the associated shock wave pattern were

studied is the step height was varied from 1/3 to 2 times the boundary

layer thickness. The interaction was observed by Schlieren and shadow-

graph techniques supplementing the wall static pressure surveys and

detailed total head surveys through interaction. Reverse flow regions

were investigated by using a tiny total head tube which would face

downstream as well as upstream.

For all steps tested, separation was detected at a wall static

pressure ratio of 2.1. After the separation point the pressure continued

to rise, but at a slower rate, to a maximum value which assumed a

constant value for the steps which were higher than the boundary layer.

For these step heights, the front parts of the interaction were identical.

The pressure distribution, the pressure ratio, and location of the

separation point, were identical and duplicated the results obtained in

the studies of a strong incident shock interacting with a turbulent

boundary layer. The occurrence of separation and the initial region of

separated flow (covering a distance of 6 to 8 boundary layer thicknesses)

appears to be independent of the cause of separation in spite of the

large differences in the flow downstream of this region.

--l!7777'7!_7'!-7



IIThODUCTI ON

In recent years, many investigations have been dirccted toward the

study of the interaction of shock waves with boundary layers. At present,

some theoretical analysis (references 1-4) and a considerable body of

experimental data (references 5-10) are available for the cases of both

the laminar and turbulent boundary layers. A recent study conducted by

the Gas Dynamics Laboratory of the James Forrestal Research Center,

Princeton University (referencell) explored the interaction of varying

strength shocks with a turbulent boundary layer. It was found that for

strong incident shocks, the interaction spread a considerable distance

both upstream and downstream of the theoretical impingement point of the

incident shock. Although the extent of the forward propagation of the

interaction was found to be a function of the incident shock strength,

it seemed as if the occurrence of separation and the initial region of

the separated flow should be independent of shock strength or method of

causing the separation. Hence, it was decided to explore in more detail

the flow in that region. Recent work by Donaldson and Lange (reference 12),

and Beastall and Eggink (reference 13) using a step on the wall to produce

separation, prompted a similar approach for studying the front part

of the interaction. Donaldson and Lange found the phenomena to be

independent of step height (for steps higher than the boundary layer

thickness). The aforementioned studies of the shock wave boundary

layer interaction found a similar condition for the front part of the
9

interaction when the separated region was large. However, an appreciable

* change was noted when the separated region was small. In an attempt

to simulate the varying size of the separated region, steps varying in



height fron 1/3 to 2 bxioay layur thic.nesses were used. The results

presented herein hav- b ix, rstricted to a study at a Mach number of

2.92 for one turbulent btuidary layer. Only the step height was varied.

Detailed investigatlon of the interaction was made by L) measuring

the static pressure distribution on the solid walls, 2) making total

head surveys through the interaction, and 3) using optical techniques

to obtain photographs of the flow. This work was carried out under

the joint sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, Mechanics Branch,

and the Office of Scientific Research.

OMEMATLE

x - distance measured along tunnel wall from face of step - inches

y - distance measured perpendicular to wall - inches

h - step height - inches

P - local static pressure

P1  - free stream static pressure

Po - chamber pressure

Pt - total head pressure

M - Mach rmnber

- boundary layer thickness - inches
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S i~ L S w" ' ,. :r '.w,.:] in' t, -i, 2 'i t n IJI iV.,[.i ity pilot

supersonic 'winti tw.;v j (r 14 .:t 11) at rL ,,cl 'umbvr of approximately

2.92. The wiin'i tunnael i.; tiw "bw ,nworn" v'u'iuLy utilJi Jug air

stored at 3,0OCA psi in Luik:; of a total capaci ty of I1W cubic feet. A

regulator between the tanks and tunnel permits uperation at any desired

stagnation pressure between (5 psi uid )0C psi; but for the tests herein

reported it was operated at a pressure level of about 105 psi. Running

times were of the order of five minutes with the Mach 3 nozzle which has

a test section 2 inches wide and 21 inches high.
4

The fully turbulent boundary layer on the flat section of the

tunnel wall was utilized for the experiments. The undisturbed boundary

layer thickness was about .17 inches. The interaction phenomena was

caused by placing full span steps (to within .010" of either side wall)

on the tunnel wall. These steps varied in height from .050" to .350"

at intervals of .050". They were mounted on a supported frame which was 4.

driven by a micrometer ( see figures I and 2) enabling longitudinal

positioning accurate to within .005". At the front and bottom of each

step a .030" balsa wood strip was inset to act as a seal as well as a

bearing surface to prevent gouging of the tunnel wall as the step was

moved.

The static pressure on the wall was measured by a .030" orifice on

the tunnel centerline. All wall static pressure distributions presented

were made using this single orifice as the interaction was passed over

it. Thus, errors in using numerouv orifices were eliminated and data

points could be spaced as closely as desired. Additional spanwise static
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pressUru orili :c.,r, used tu Ciceci hc O- 'Q1im:fljtiulality of the
interacLion. heso Jcrv located 3/8", )/2", 5/U", and 3/4" oft' center-

line but at the sam.v, station a; the main orifice. All data were checked

using these spunwise static pressure taps and found to be two-dimensional.

Total pressure surveys were made parallel ard normal to the tunnel

wall employing a total head tube .25" long which was constructed of

.024" 0.D. stainless steel tubing flattened at the end and honed on the

bottom surface to allow a close approach to the wall. The orifice was

.004" high with a wall thickness of .003". Thus, readings to within

.005" of the surface were obtainable. The total head probe was set in

an insulated mount so an electrical contact could determine when the

tube was Just touching the wall surface. A micrometer drive made possible

displacement perpendicular to the wall, accurate to within .001". For

every survey the "Just touching" position was established with the

tunnel running, since presetting of the probe might be erroneous due to

deflection because of the air pressure during running or starting.

The static pressure on the face of the step was checked only for the

.300" high step. Five orifices were drilled at heights of .050", .100",

.150", .200", and .250" near the centerline. It is estimated that all

pressure measurements are accurate to within 2%.

Optical techniques supplementing the pressure measurements were used

to study the phenomena. The conventional skewed biparabolic mirror

Schlieren system was used and adapted for shadowgraph pictures as well.

' The light source was a high pressure spark resulting in exposures of the

order of a microsecond. In addition, color Schlieren photographs were also

taken uA te samwe (eeroeance 11). Although the color Schlieren



puhotu;:raphs pr' :{znt :Ic . r.,.,. . IcLuru than L1.h coil-

ventlunal black ai.d whit.: zchlicr.i picturvs, the difficulty of

their reproduction piruiiblted their preLzitation in this paper.

The steadincrs of the flow was checked by taking high speed Schlieren

motion picturs with a "Fantax" camera operating at about 8 000 frames

per second. An examination of thesc photographs showed very slight

oscillations of the shock, Its movement was less than 1/10 of the

boundary layer thickness, I.e., less than .02". The rest of the phenom-

ena appears completely steady. Because of the type of pressure pickups

and the very high frequency of these small oscillations, this phenomena

was not indicated in the pressure measurements. This examination was

carried out only for the .25" step.

RPSULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flow of a turbulent boundary layer over a step was first

examined by taking Schlieren and 6hadowgraph photographs. Figures 3

and 4 are pictures of the interaction as the step height was varied. No

quantitative data obtained from these pictures is presented in this

report. Measurements taken, however, showed shock angles slightly

greater than those obtained by Donaldson and Lange. This discrepancy

ua r be due, in part, to the position where the shock angle was Measured.

For a given interaction the shock angle varied, it was steeper further

away from the wall (where the measurements were taken) than at the

boundary layer edge. Evidently a compression region follows the initial

shock and these waves coalesce further out strengthening the shock.



This was uven woru clear1.y acen from the color 6chlie-ren jhotogrephs.

In addition, a trtend toward weaker shocks w.as iotci o. the step height

decreased to less than the boundary layer thickness.

Measurements of the static pressure distribution along the wall

substantiated the observation from the photographs that the pressure

was varying appreciably behind the initial shock. In figures 5 through

11 are presented the pressure curves, for the various steps used. Fig-

ure 12 is a composite of the forementioned data without the experimental

points. The zero reference was the face of the step and distances

measured upstream are considered negative. All the curves exhibit a

steep initial rise at the position where the "shock", as seen from the

picture, penetrated deep into the boundary layer. Downstream of this

the pressure on the wall continued to increase for some distance with a

reduced gradient. For the high steps the pressure continued to rise

over a distance of about 7 boundary layer thicknesses. All cases

exhibited an inflection in the pressure curve and another steep rise

immediately in front of the step. For the large steps a slight reduction

in pressure preceeded this rise. This phenomena was probably caused by

a strong vortex in the corner. This prompted a check of the static pres-

sure on the face of the step and the examination was carried out for the

.30" step. The results presented in Figure 13 show high pressures at

both the top and bottom corners indicating a stagnation region at both

places. Although a check with high speed motion pictures found the flow

to be very steady, and over most of the interaction region pressure

measurements were quite repeatable and without oscillations, the measure-

iments on the wall near the corner were found to vary somewhat during a



test. '".vidently the ztr,;.Uii of th.: vrt .::. .'s ,uitc critical to slight

oscillation in the tuiiJ.A flow or to tunnel operating condition. For

this reason the detailc studies, to be discussed later, were not con-

ducted near the face of th step. Mhe consistency of the data taken over

the front part of the interaction reveals that the flow in this region

is either independent of or very insensitive to the flow near the face

of the step.

Further examination of the wall static pressure curves reveals that

the front part of the intcractlon changed for steps equal to or less than

the height of the boundary layer. The initial pressure rise was the

steepest for the smallest step tusted. \ith increasing step height, the

pressure rise became less rapid tei-ling toward an asymtotic value for

larger steps. All the pressure curves exhibited a maximum, the value of

which increased as the step huights increased, again tending toward a

constant value for the high steps. It should be noted that for the

three highest steps ( h = .25", .30", .35") the front part of the

pressure curves are identical in all respects.

Studies of the flow near the wall were carried out by surveying par-

allel to the wall with a total head tube -?ositioned at 0.010" from

the wall (a height of approximately 1/16 of the boundary layer thickness).

pressures, and the conventional pitot-static relationships were used

to obtain the Mach number distributions shown in figures 14 through 20.

The interaction region for the .050" step was too small to survey. For

the other interactions, the curves are all similar, indicating a rapid

deceleration of the flow near the wall. The flow is completely stopped



within three botuidar ln.,',,:r thicknessvs, the deceleration being slightly

more rapid for the casos of the small step (i.e. h :- .10" and .15"). It

is interesting to note that these curves duplicate exactly the results

of similar surveys made in the upstream region of the shock wave bound-

ary layer interaction studies (reference ii).

A detailed study was carried out for the flow over the .30" step as

representative of all interactions caused by steps higher than the

boundary layer. Total head surveys were made normal to the wall at

various stations through the interaction. A schematic drawing of the

interaction in juxtaposition with the wall static pressure distribution

is shown in figure 21. In figure 22 are presented the total head profiles

through the boundary layer. To obtain more detail of the flow in the

separated region, particularly the determination of the reverse flows and

zero velocity contour, additional surveys were made with the total head

tube facing downstream. These profiles are presented in figure 23 with

the corresponding data of figure 22.

The undisturbed boundary layer profile is obtained from the survey

at station -1.7" (figure 22). Here the boundary layer thickness is

about .17", the displacement thickness .048 9 ", and the momentum thickness

.0090". Over the distance spanned in the next four surveys ( z -1.6p"

-1.5", - 1 I.", -1.3") the wall static pressure has nearly doubled, but the

flow has not yet separated. These profiles show the essential mechanim

causing separation, I.e., rapid deceleration of the inner region of the A

boundary layer. The remaining profiles show the growth of the separated

region.
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Exwninatloii of rigurc, 23 :or stations x -1.3 and x -1.2 shows

that separation uccurs between thcse two stations. No reverse flow is

indicated at x -1.3 while a region of reverse flow out to y - .025" is

indicated at station x = -1.2. Thc reverse flow is indicated by a lover

total head reading when the total hCad tube is facing upstream as compared

to the reading when it is facing downstream. This is caused by a "base

pressure" effect of the air flowing over a body with a blunt base. The

correct total head profile must therefore always be the one indicating

the highest readings, the direction of the flow is indicated by which

tube reads the highest at that station, and the zero velocity line is

indicated by the same reading on both the upstream and downstream point-

ing total head tubes. After the onset of separation, the zero velocity

contour was inclined at an average angle of about 80 with the wall.

The experiment indicated that the angle increased with distance downstream.

The maximum Mach number in the reverse flow region increased downstream

to a value of about 0.3 at the last station surveyed.

Further examination of the results from the detailed study of the

.30" step reveals the following information&

1) The maximum wall pressure gradient is realized between station

-1.6 and -1.5. Here the "compression waves" are entirely within the

boundary layer, the total head profiles exhibit no bumps indicative of

discontinuities caused by shocks. The wall pressure has increased about

50% while the pressure at the edge of the boundary layer is still at the

free stream value. Thus, it is obvious that in this region the pressure

gradients normal to the wall are of the same order of magnitude as the

gradients along the wall.

i: Li
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2) Fr the oLh..r tt .Lionz .2urw.'.-., Lhe "shock", as evidenced

from Sc lierur: and shadow ph tora:,hs, i: o'itside of the boundary layer.

The total head curves c..ach a m-ixiraum value before penetrating the

shock, any pressure discontinuities are smared by the introduction of

this physical body (total head tub-.) into the f'low. Calculation of

shock strength from the measured total head surveys was felt to be

justified only at stations -0.8" and -0.6". The respective shock

pressure ratios obtained were 2.36 and 2.42. To obtain an idea of the

pressure at the edge of the boundary layer, isentropic relationships

were used in conjunction with the above mentioned shock pressure ratios

and the measured total head variation between the shock and the edge of

the boundary layer. For these two cases, which are more than 5 boundary

layer thicknesses downstream from the front of the interaction, the pres-

sure variation through the viscous region was found to be less than 4%.

Significant data abstracted from all the tests was combined in

figures 24, 25 and 26, and plotted as a function of the one parameter

that was varied, step height. A significant trend toward constant values

can be noted for all the data when the step was larger than the boundary

layer. Evidently the flow phenomena in the front part of the interaction

is independent of the step height if the step is sufficiently high. One

would expect that as the step was increased in height beyond 2 boundary

layer thicknesses only the scale of the interaction would change. This

is the realm of step heights used in the experiments conducted by Donaldson

and Lange. For steps of the order of or less than a boundary layer

thickness, the phenomena change, however. As the step height was de-

creased, the pressure rise was more rapid - the maximum pressure gradient



LLLuji- U| w., 12 .. . . . .. .u. : t,.;t.: - the p;:.U .rcssure

as,.ci.ted witii th '. .t i.rt , thL !nxe'- tijI deCruaszed, a. d the

di-zancc to zfp2X:.t., i :;1 i~htly. %,i-thin the accuracy of the

mca..uremuntz, thc. :'2 t%, t i. fur opazration did not vary over the

rwie tested. For Lii zzaczt zLcp placed in the flow, the maximnum pres.

sure ratio was slightly -reatt-r than the pressure ratio for separation.

For an even smaller step, it might be expected that the maximum pres-

sure ratio would be less than the pressure raLto required for separation

and a viscous region, without separation, may be the phenomena.

Shock wave turbulent boundary layer interaction studies (reference 1.1)

conducted at Princeton University explored the effect of varying the

incident shock strength. For very strong shocks there was a consider-

able propagation forward of the theoretical impingement point of the

shock with the wall. For these cases, the flow phenomena associated with

the front part of the interaction were postul ted to be independent of

the incident shock strength. The results presented in this report, con-

cerning the front part of the interaction caused by the step, duplicate

very closely the results obtained for the front part of the strong

shock wave boundary layer interaction. Within experimental accuracies,

the distance to separation and the pressure ratio required for separation

are the same. For comparison, the wall static pressure plots for both

tfte strong shock wave boundary layer interaction and the interaction of

the .30" step are superimposed in figure 27. The front parts of both

interactions are shown to be quite similar.

This similarity occurs even though the method of causing separationj iu quite different. As shown by tne ,ressure distribution on the face
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of the step (figure 13), there atre vtery struniS inaal pressure grad-

ients in the region close to the step. A quite strong vortex must be

located in this region. Neither the vortex nor the strong normal grad-

ient have been found in the shock wave boundary layer interaction

studies. The occurrence of separation and the initial portion of the

separated region (covering approximately 6 to 8 boundary layer thicknesses)

appear, therefore, to be completely independent of the phenomena occurring

downstream.

CO1CLUSIONS

From the studies of the interaction caused by the flow of a tur-

bulent boundary layer over a step in the wall, the following conclusions

were reached:

1) For step heights greater than the boundary layer thickness, the

flow phenomena associated with the front of the interaction are constant.

Increasing the step height changes only the scale of the interaction.

2) For step heights less than the boundary layer thickness, the

phenomena changes with step height. The pressure rise becomes more rapid

and maxima pressure obtained decreases as the step height decreases.

3) For steps higher than a third of the boundary layer thickness,the

flow separated and reverse flow was detected. The pressure ratio at the

separation point is constant at a value of 2.1. The flow is characterized

by a rapid deceleration of the inner regions of the boundary layer, sep-

aration occurring within two to three boundary layer thicknesses. For

smaller steps, the maximu= pressure appears to be assuming values lose

than the pressure required for separation. A viscous deceleration probably

characterized the interaction and the flow may not separate for steps

Ssmaller than those tested herein.
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) he flow phenomena associated with the separation of a turbulent

boundary layer and the initial growth of the separated region are the same

for the interactions caused by a strong shock impinging upon the bound-

ary layer and a step placed in the boundary layer in spite of the

considerable differences in the flows downstream of these regions.

I
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Figure 2 TOtL& Hed Proe, the Various Steps Used, arvi Their Monting
Ylcim
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Figure 16 YAcb Niumber Distribution .010" FrOM Wall. for .20" Step
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Figure 17 mach Number Distribution .010" From wall for .25" Step
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Figure 15 Mach Number Distribution .010" From Wall for .35" Step
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Figure 20 Composite of Mach Number Distribution .010" From Wall
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Figure 21 Interaction Regions for Various Step Heights
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